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As the journey of "Liberation of the oppressed soul" began I wrote according to my mundane thought and perspective. As I became more conscious "Liberation of the oppressed soul" became more exorbitant. As I removed the custom of traditional rhyming poetry it became a living body of work! A panorama display consisting of, yet not limited to time and dated introspection, intransitives, parallax, exhibition of my existentialism as well as plural philosophy. I hope you receive a plethora of enlightened entertainment.
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Never an end

If it were ever a place to begin, it's surely not the end.

Let's REWIND: to the beginning. Where things were simple and innocent

The TIME: quarter till love is undenied. We say our hellos and never thought of goodbyes

SLOW MOTION: on the slick glances and smooth licking of the lips

PAUSE: remember the first destined stolen glance that erupted in eye sex?

Each sending lustful messages, the electric current following from the very first kiss.

PLAY: through the courtship the gestures promised eternal bliss.

PAUSE: do you recall the moment you vowed to love with no quits?

SLOW MOTION: the reason tears cascade your cheeks

ZOOM: on the cause for loving as well as laughing once again

PAUSE: As love evolves through revealed insecurities, as each accept ones particulars

PLAY: through the dark days because faith proves troubles don’t last always

SLOW MOTION: on the intimate apologetic licks to your clit, the sense of my full lips sucking to extract every last sweet drip

ZOOM: on the look of your face as my head enters your sensitive slit

PAUSE: with the thought that we should last forever, for you could never imagine bringing us to an end.

- Travis Blackmon
Lovers Anonymous

It's of no relevancy the love we had
It's vain to think of what was, it's simply the past
It's amazing how a fellow can overdose on an illusion
We fall the hardest, it's a new era where we become the targets
Intoxicating dreams of this or that
We become the silly sap
Sad day when a street dawg gets played by an alley cat
Use to scream Bonnie and Clyde till I die
Riding the waves until a bad tide, now couldn't imagine being by my side
Loyalty is a measure of perspective
If you can't see it being good for the goose, you check it
Nurturing to yourself but poison to the blind
When it's all about self in reality you don't mind
Words fall from "us" to a river of "me"
To a lake of "I" to the ocean of "mine",
Deaf dumb and blind how "we" couldn't read between the lines.
What was my world was simply your entertainment
Cast aside ostracize for believing a world of lies
Played like some 12 year of slave shit, self-made so I rise on a Mya tip.
Love is a war that's not meant to be played with, veteran in my eyes
thoughts, mural wounds could be my demise
I am stronger than a lot of you guys made it through with a good heart and
life in my eyes
I don't blame you for shit, lesson learned chicks can be on the same shit.

- Travis Blackmon
Can I hold you once again?  
Can you truly forgive me and let’s be friends?  
Can you believe that I am willing to take the blame?  
I realize what’s real when we play games  
Can you share my world and I yours?  
Can you understand that I got some ways about me?  
As do you, yet I love you for yours  
Can you imagine that your touch could give me amnesia?  
Drifting in fantasy, raging hot, I need you next to me!  
From the shape of your lips, to the glances you take  
I indulge lustfully because that seem to hold more weight  
Can you believe your imperfections are my secret pleasures?  
The tiny discolorations above your breast  
Or the pebbled nipples that pulses from my caress  
Give me all of you and nothing less  
Can you trust me with your secrets?  
Can you trust anyone else?  
Can you give me another chance woman, I made the mistake  
Can you believe love conquers all or was it just a catchphrase?  
Can you love me after you’ve viewed the not so glamorous me?  
Can you believe that all who play the game so gets played?  
Can you believe I am done being a “player”, I am just simply in love and afraid?  

- Travis Blackmon
**Destiny or Fantasy**

As I lay awake so many nights  
Pondering wrongs vs rights  
Destiny or fantasy stampede my mind  
Is love really for me or is it a tease  
My life's past is so cold and dusty  
I wonder I've not attracted a constant sneeze  
What of soulmates?  
Does soulmate mean just that which is hopeless for those in the flesh?  
If time is the only form of testing truth  
Which reveals destiny or fantasy does this make one anxious or better yet an impostor?  
I once met a love that in every way was intoxicating  
She witnessed evolution and the only lover to pray with me  
Was this a sign of destiny or fantasies, tricks at best?  
To elude destiny is unspoken  
Yet all try which inadvertently creates the journey  
Which drives destiny  
Fantasy... fantasy however is shaped only by desire!  
Truth be told, hands down at will you're my fantasy yet destiny is my goal. This year marks yet another anniversary of destiny... or fantasy!  
Either way I regret nothing but not laughing more and spending quality time. I am unable to say love more because each day including this moment I've loved you as best I'm able  
I love you my fantasy or... Destiny?

-Tavis Blackmon
The Flame

What is this that I feel?
How is it that you’re able to warm a cold heart?
Spark an unselfish thought in a mind so dark
What tames the savage’s thirst?
Can we continue to defy all odds?
Proclaim our love reaches beyond the stars
To know and not act is cowardly
To believe and persist is courageous
Who waste time wondering why?
When your feelings won’t be denied?
Bask in the fact that yours is authentic
While others suffer from the truly mimicked
What’s more to prove or what a great thing to lose.
I’m tired of playing the fool, man have I played the fool
Word to the wise in love, nothings written there’s no rules
If one plays the fool both could lose!
It’s love that creates the mythical “flame”
It’s your perseverance that determines the heat
If every action is a statement what’s ours to say?
Truth, we’ve met nearly every obstacle and we’ve beat it!
The haters whisper, “How can they continue to defy all odd?”
Proclaim our love reaches beyond the stars!

- Travis Blackmon
Life is definitely hard at times. What makes a treasure? The difficulty of obtaining it makes it a treasure, yet the journey makes it priceless. In the absence of light is total darkness, ignorance is bliss! To know is to assume responsibility and ultimately dream of a brighter future. Revolution in the control of the weak minded is deluded to riot. Which is satisfactory to “the haves”. Missing your objective is worst than doing nothing, you reveal liberation intent. To make excuses is more harmful than anything your worst enemy compels on you. Excuses delude denial which hinders the change needed for growth. Determination is the mental force to overcome all obstacles. Strong minds manifest great realities.

- Travis Blackmon

Patience is universal in due time the seasons will change, the days will turn to night, and evolution will come to pass on various levels. A clam takes in a grain of sand. Which is not natural. This is why pearls are so rare. It submerged with the likes of saliva complemented by the tides it spins the grain of sand to form a precious pearl you can’t possibly view the good in every circumstance but know it’s a special design to the patterns of our lives.

- Travis Blackmon
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I will not conform to the negative forces. My accomplishments define my being, not the obstacles. To identify as a minority the scales have been tipped from the start. Is being "Black" in AmeriKKKa really an issue or a mental perspective? My president was and currently is Kenyan-American, who says our souls rest in slavery? Colonized minds historically finite, roots washed away by westernized ideology.

To love thyself it's inevitable to honor the ancestral heritage. From my thick lips, dark olive smooth hue, to my kinky dreads I'm proud to express my individuality while simultaneously humbly giving homage to my royal descendants. Resilience, runs thick through these veins! Dragged from pyramids, to projects, to prisons it's a fact we've been deceived yet, never deceased.

We shall rise to the highest mantel of civilization once more. Breaking the mental chains that contain us and look to assist your brother/ sister. Identify those alike in adversity. Sympathy is a step to unity. Graft the "do not pass me by" mentality.

If you were in adversity could you bear to be passed by? Together we can build, rather climb the social structure to ultimately break the status quos ceilings.

-Travis Blackmon
Never have I known before the secrets of the life that cause a wild boy
to mature.
Life is a strange conjure of teacher and test.
Perspective is confound of intelligence.
The reality you perceive is the result of the conscience or
unconscious.
Choices made constantly!
Wisdom is endured experiences.
Stress is a lack of understanding and preparation.
Clairvoyant is absolute view of the concept.
Knowing yourself is key to altering your environment.

- Travis Blackmon

Why do you believe Europeans are constantly covering up Moorish
history/ accomplishment?
They rewrite the past and make it HIS-story!
We’ve been blessed to view the sculptors, painters, etc. that has
endured his story.
If we stand by and don’t inspire our children to be writers, artist,
politicians, etc.
Then the next civilization will not know we the Moorish- Americans
were here
Which gives them a false impression of the founders of civilization and
religion.

- Travis Blackmon
As I grow stronger, I remain strong. Evolution is sheer power obtained. To be stagnant is to conform to the circumstances which delude to weakness, mentally or physically. My strive is determined by my level of conscience to my struggle. As a plant I'm fueled by the nutrition's of my roots. Inspired by the accomplishments as well as failure of those who strive before me. Proud of their accomplishments, charged by their failures because I view their intent. I'm genetically structured to prosper the omnipotence’s of the creator lie dormant in me. To shatter the social views is my objective. It pains me such to pierce the vortex of perpetual illusions to grasp the initial concept. The key to slavery is ideology control the mind control, the masses.

- Travis Blackmon
Stagnation is a disease! Always push for more, settling for the weak natured. Fear not your imagination for that is our strongest weapon. To struggle is common to life one must do so until awoken to the design of the universal law. To know is simple comprehension to a once intricate notion. Struggling is an unconscious attempt at liberation against misunderstood oppressive forces. Responsibility is consciously accepting the positive or negative vibrations rebound. To acknowledge that thought can’t be circumscribed, yet is infinite gives away to pure omnipotence. It is okay to share common interest, yet to conform to outer ideology is mental slavery. Your thoughts are supreme to manifest them on the world is a great accomplishment. Great minds have grand thought yet, great beings manifest monumental thoughts upon the world!!! Your dreams lack fear of scrutiny so solely embodies your true ambition. Be knowledgeable of your potential to access your divine purpose on this physical plane.

- Travis Blackmon
Thrive in the moment if for no less than it’s your creation. Gather all the substance of the present to project a better future. Today’s success is tomorrow’s dusty stepping stone. To break the self caste propriety is liberty of self and equally prosperity. Prosperity is only overcoming the latest self-imposed social, financial standard. So essentially your greatest idea enthrall as well as, define you for a moment. Continue to look to the edge of your mind for cultivation of your reality. Often one must let go of their reality to obtain the dream!

- Travis Blackmon
Desire is a twofold disposition. Desire has potential to be molded to ambition. If it is understood it can be the driving power to success. Why is it that we desire, what is most difficult to obtain? So is it safe to depict desire as a subconscious beacon to our destiny pertaining to the emotional and physical? A magnetic force to direct and equally greatly prevent stagnation. Desires sheer existence is only physical and emotional. It cannot exist in the spiritual realm. We are ultimately the divine thought of the creator father God, Allah. The supreme entity is omnipotent self-sustaining which circumscribe desire. In essence our very descent through the ether gave us the carnal faculty of desire.

- Travis Blackmon

It's darkest before dawn, we will have set backs on our journey to success. It's a test of faith or even equate to sincerity. We often lose sight of the road when things don't happen of “our” time. This is no reason to be disheartened, the proper have been taken so your desires will manifest. All great thing have their mandatory sacrifices! You will have to sacrifice sight for the things you most want! If you can view the destination throughout the journey, you haven't gone far.

- Travis Blackmon
Peace is embracing your reality, no matter the condition. Your peace is a sign of your strength.

Contentment is the most fruition of assured integrity of past words, actions, and deeds, conspiring with the current moment.

Life is strenuous the weak will not advance in this evolution. Existence is an amenity of the adroit.

One is only defined or rather encompass by potential dexterity.

Divulge your comprehension of the present circumstance as well as your ambition to subjugate the matter.

- Travis Blackmon
Atavism is the slight glimpse of an ancestor. To assuage the aspirant from which you personify, is the misconception of their personal perspective of their encounters which is genocide. Metaphorically, through our indulgence of mass acceptability we accrue a plethora of insecurities to placate our recent developed complex we denounce the cornerstone that we must build our legacy! From our ancestor's struggles pulsate wisdom, embrace the historical scars to conquer ignorant insecurities. The powers that be set the propaganda that set the standards for the masses. You are what you eat, mentally and physically. The propaganda is to be personified by physical image. As one takes on the ideology of the opposing forces they began to view in the prospective of the oppressor. The oppressed will take on the oppressor's language, clothes hairstyle and hand the indoctrination in its entirety to the next generation.

- Travis Blackmon
Resolving poverty isn't a part of the plan it's simply too lucrative! The minority in power is feeding off the majority's misfortune. Understand the circumstances, behavioral patterns and choices of today's you will view it can't be solved with one-size fits all government handouts. The poor are prime targets for the government experimentation by the social engineers of the great society. The lower class is not a mere political pawn for arrogant experimentation. The culture of compassion, hand in hand with main stream media offers varied descriptions of the poor today! So much so that guilt and pity have become mechanisms for wealth redistribution and compassionate conservatism a political platform upon which to run for office can solutions to poverty really come out of Washington D.C.?

Travis Blackmon
Traditions offer their own guidance for “the development of full human beings”. They are emblematical of the drama we encounter as we seek wholeness, happiness and peace. We know them intuitively as aspects of our own being, growing toward fulfillment. Customs are ancient guidance containing a wisdom distilled through millennia of telling's for our instinctual survival, growth and integration of inner and outer mentality. These traditions/customs gain power to enslave by the mirage of seeking the altar where our own fragmented and isolated being strands can find each other and marry. Bring new levels of harmony and understanding to our lives, the point where we might actually live happily ever after. Which really means in the timeless here and now. Customs/traditions are sophisticated blue prints for our “full development as human beings”.

- Travis Blackmon
Our moral institutions continue to fall apart. The line between individuals and government has blurred. Leftist leaders are blaming every social ill on racism. Through a coordinated program of distortion and misinformation, they have conditioned for too many minorities to depend on federal government for solutions. The results are disastrous, creating an acceptable, sedative type of poverty. President Lyndon B. Johnson established “the great society” over 35 years ago. Great society social engineering has forced the disadvantage to live under the control of the federal government. Politicians control their housing, wages, food supply, schooling, and transportation. A controlled government makes decisions about their child care, health care, and retirement. It controls their reproduction through euthanasia (Margaret Sanger’s Negro project to control the population of blacks through birth control and abortion) when will enough be enough and we start to think for ourselves?

- Travis Blackmon
Statism is a “philosophy of government whereby the state is not only the final ruling authority but, also the ultimate agency of redemption.” This philosophy was long embraced by atheist, realist, and supporters of socialism because it gave them power to define justice, rights, and morality. They attribute the failures of those less fortunate to uncontrollable external forces, negating personal culpability for their actions. Coincidental, they indulge in feelings as members of an inferior or lower class. Stodism grants absolution from responsibility. Offers new definitions for moral absolutes and when opposition rises up it centers a collective sense of guilt. If we redefine it we don’t have to fight it anymore. Sudden change is met with resistance, so the pressure must be steady, yet measured.

- Travis Blackmon
Our founding fathers foundation for which this nation was established was one in which the point of freedom was to allow individuals to rise to their highest potential, yet in order to do this, the greatest challenge they faced was to conquer himself. To rise above one's basic instincts, to rise above the many temptations that lead him astray. As the present reflection through avant-garde spectrum the lower-class individual lives from moment to moment. If he has any awareness of a future, it is of something fixed, fated, beyond his control! Things happen to him, he does not make them happen. Impulse governs his behavior, either because he has no sense of the future. He is therefore radically improvident. Whatever he cannot use immediately he considers valueless.

- Travis Blackmon
Knowledge of self is repetitive inner works of this kind. Coming to know the forces of one's own psyche, is its own initiation. Soul work, the development of depths of character through knowing something of the tortuous labyrinthine depth and expanses of our own minds. Our ability to think the way we do differentiates our species from all others and is miraculous beyond compare. If we are not careful, our thinking can easily crowd out others equally precious and miraculous facets of our being. Awareness is not the same as thought. It lies beyond thinking, although it makes use of thinking, honoring its value and its power. Awareness is more like a vessel which can hold and contain our thinking, helping us to see and know our thoughts as thoughts rather than getting caught up in them as reality.

- Travis Blackmon
Man's desires are mostly lawless, frivolous or vicious and he gives rein to them when he thinks he can. Intelligences, governs affairs according to the law of thought. Every thinking man sees that intelligence of some kind must be behind or within the working of the visible universe. What happens when the people of a country or of the world determine by their thoughts and acts that they will not live by law and order. That they will use force against law and justice: or that they will give reign to the sense and indulge in debauchery, lawlessness, drunkenness. That would be the beginning of the end of civilization.

- Travis Blackmon
The world spins and the only thing that matters is our last impression. Cherish the moments you smile for it is only the sorrow of forgotten memories fading. Philanthropic is only the act of our genuine concern for the evolitional prosperity of our own as a whole. If we were to invoke a philanthropic mentality it would be in essence implementing a phylogenist institution. Is liberalism only the stressful views of the oppressed causing the manifestation of phantasm? If the universe has a divine balance of negative and positive vibrations, could it be that liberation is momentary or foremost an illusion?

- Travis Blackmon
Tell me your deepest desire, I will whisper your deepest fear.
Show your dreams to me, I'll peep at your ambitions.
Optimism is only comprehension of the universal signs of a
great opportunity
Are you ready?
Ethnos is projected labels or dispositions on a being
Mentally, spiritually and physically one must be in harmony
To execute an advancement properly
Understanding those things shamelessly that we do not know
Opens the mind for growth
Ego and pride are epitome's accomplice, spiritually we must
stay grounded.
Physically the whole process will manifest itself,
Acceptance is the primal step in prosperity
Acceptance is conceptual of all elements involved in the
moment.
Utilizing the laws that govern the moment as well as,
elements launching your advancement

- Travis Blackmon
Man may believe what others say, but thus he never knows. If man would know, he must, himself, be what he knows. Regard not, then what any man has said; let us forget the flesh and go with mind into the land of fleshless things; All life is bound in one; so if you touch a fiber of a living thing you send a thrill from center to the outer bounds of life. The spirit of inquiry is fundamental to living mindfully. You will see that what we call “the self” is really a construct of our mind. Your name, gender, age, etc. are just a label. None are fundamental to who you are. “The self” just appears as a construct which is known by its attributes, we aren’t really familiar with this constructed aspect of our identity process. We are likely to continually seek interior stability through outside rewards, through material possessions and from others who love us. In this way, we keep our “self” construct going liberation comes with knowledge of universal harmony. Each thing is interdependent and has no isolated independent plane. You’re only you in relationship to all other forces and events in the world.

- Travis Blackmon
As elusive as they maybe
I've captured their essence
As cold as one maybe
I've been consumed by their flame
Her touch is unique by all means
It's the sustain of resilience
Her being is the complacency
Of my current dilemma
Truth and knowledge is their name....

- Travis Blackmon
Purpose is what drives us no matter our conscious state. Society is the slave master its customs as well as, traditions are the overseers. We bend involuntary to popular ideology. Why not conform to the greatest mind, our own? Sociology is the study of human interaction. Anthropology is the study of humans. Psychology is the study of the mind. Extravagant ways to enquire the who, what and why. I extenuate proper knowledge of self resolves the search for anything outside self. Depth perception is the ability to view according to the distance. It's sweet to envision a brighter tomorrow yet the strength lies in holding on and viewing it through. Evolution is inevitable, the strong learn to adapt while the weak die off. Determination is linked to evolution you have to want to survive to adapt. Some are stubborn and refuse to change because it's not ideal or comfortable. So they cease to exist.

- Travis Blackmon